


Housekeeping notes

• If you have any questions for the speaker, send them through
the Questions pane of the control panel

• Keep a lookout for the post-webinar email which contains:

• Your certificate

• A link to the webinar’s recording



Dr. Jacob Wickham
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Dr. Wickham is Managing Editor of the journal Integrative Zoology 

and Assistant Professor at the Institute of Zoology in the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences (CAS) and Adjunct Professor at the Department 

of Entomology in Rutgers University, researching invasive beetle 

species.

An award-winning and celebrated entomologist, Dr. Wickham has over 

15 years of experience in academic publishing and has published 

several papers in high impact journals. 

About the speaker - Introduction
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ABOUT Dr. Wickham

10+ years of work experience in USA and China:

Managing Editor,  Integrative Zoology

2014 – present

Senior Editor, Integrative Zoology

2017 – present

Visiting Professor, Institute of Chemistry,

Chinese Academy of Sciences

2010 – 2017

Adjunct Professor, Rutgers University

2016 – present

Assistant Professor, Institute of Zoology, 

Chinese Academy of Sciences

2017 – present

http://english.ioz.cas.cn/


Overview of Writing Scientific Abstracts

• Writing an effective abstract for your paper is an 
essential skill.

• The abstract is the second most read part of the 
manuscript after the title

• The abstract is the key determinant in the readers’ 
decision to read the entire paper

• Editors and reviewers are most likely to base their 
decision to accept your manuscript considering how 
well-written and interesting your abstract is

• The abstract should also contain key words to make 
your paper more discoverable by search engines and 
indexing services.



An Effective Abstract Enlightens and Engages Readers

• Title

• Authors

• Abstract

• Keywords

• Introduction

• Materials and Methods

• Results

• Discussion

• Acknowledgement

• References

• An essential independent 
part of a paper.

• Word limit (250 words). 

• It should be clear, concise 
and to the point.

• Limit use of abbreviations.

• Usually it is written last.

• Consult the journal for 
instruction for writing the 
abstract.



✓Summary of your entire study in a paragraph

✓Provide background, rationale, keys methods, 

results, and conclusion

Abstracts
what editors and readers expect



Writing Abstracts

• AB - absolutely,

• STR – straightforward,

• ACT – actual 

data presentation and interpretation
– Word count:

• 250-400 words (≤20 sentences for most 

people)

• Some abstracts are limited to 150 words (!), or 

are structured, check the journal’s guidelines;

structured abstract should include: 

Background, Purpose, Methods, Results and 

Conclusions

A succinct summary of your research 

Tips:

• Specific and brief

• Clear and concise

• Follow IMRaD structure

• Don’t include references 

(unless asked to)

• Use abbreviations wisely

• Usually written last



Writing Abstracts

•How to structure your abstract and manuscript

IMRAD

Mini “IMRAD”

(contains 

background, 

rationale, key 

methods, results, 

and conclusion, 

usually 1-2 

sentences for 

each “section”)



Effective Abstract Writing

Be concise

“Make things as simple as possible, 

but not simpler.”

1. Eliminate unnecessary words, particularly in the title and abstract.

2. Consider the importance and length of every paragraph and sentence.

3. Focus on clarity at the level of the word, sentence, paragraph, and 
overall text.

4. Avoid abbreviations and jargon

Albert Einstein



Writing Abstracts

Do not
present information that is absent in the paper

ignore the word limit 

jump into the problem statement in the very first 
statement. Always give context

include abbreviations, citation, and too much statistical 
data unless specifically mentioned by the journal

The don’ts of writing an Abstract 



Structured vs. Unstructured Abstracts

Special Abstracts with strict word limits (e.g. 125 words!)

Specialized vs. General Journals

Graphical Abstracts

Video Abstracts

Formatting your Abstract



Abstract format (Unstructured)

• Paragraph (usually one)

• No clear structure

• Need to ensure enough 

information given



Abstract format (Structured)

• Defined sections

• Full coverage of paper

• Easy for reader to 

understand



Artificial intelligence has seen several breakthroughs 

in recent years, with games often serving as 

milestones. A common feature of these games is 

that players have perfect information. Poker, the 

quintessential game of imperfect information, is a 

long-standing challenge problem in artificial 

intelligence. We introduce DeepStack, an algorithm 

for imperfect-information settings. It combines 

recursive reasoning to handle information  

asymmetry, decomposition to focus computation on 

the relevant decision, and a form of intuition that is 

automatically learned from self-play using deep 

learning. In a study involving 44,000 hands of poker, 

DeepStack defeated, with statistical  significance, 

professional poker players in heads-up no-limit Texas 

hold’em. The approach is theoretically sound and is 

shown to produce strategies that are more difficult to 

exploit than prior approaches.

• Background info

• Purpose/Aim

• Methods

• Results

• Conclusion

Science

Unstructured, 

but still contains 

all the parts of 

IMRaD

http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aam6960



Examples of Journal Specific Requirements

PNAS

250 word abstract

120 word “significance 

statement”

Written for a Broad Readership

General, multidisciplinary journals



Examples of Journal Specific Requirements

Science

Research 

Articles/reports

125 word abstract

Reviews

550-600 word 

abstract



Examples of Journal Specific Requirements

Nature

Structured “Summary Paragraph”

200 words

2-3 sentences basic introduction

1 sentence rationale and 

background

2-3 sentences putting results in 

general context (describing how 

the results move the field forward)

https://www.nature.com/nature/for-authors/formatting-guide



Examples of Journal Specific Requirements



Examples of Journal Specific Requirements

Current Biology

250 word “Summary” 

for Articles and Reports



Journal Specific Requirements

Specialized Journals (Subject-specific journals)

• Abstract format is similar to general, multidisciplinary journals, 

but there is less emphasis on writing it for a general audience



Graphical Abstracts

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/page/journal/17494877/homepage/forauthors.html



Graphical Abstract Examples



Graphical Abstract Examples



Video Abstracts

https://authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources/Journal-Authors/Promotion/video-abstracts.html

https://authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources/Journal-Authors/Promotion/video-abstracts.html


Video Abstracts

line

https://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/research-impact/creating-a-video-abstract-for-your-research/#



Video Abstracts

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/page/journal/15214095/homepage/AM_Video_Abstracts_Information.html



Video Abstracts – DIY (do it yourself)



Sample Video Abstract (Current Biology – 5 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ci42nMom988&list=PLD860DB4CD231C21F



Summary Slide

• Be concise to keep within word limits, summarize entire paper

• Abstracts are a mini-IMRAD, whether structured or unstructured

• Provide background, rationale, keys methods, results, and conclusion

•

• Pay attention to Journal Specific Requirements (specialized vs. general)

• Be prepared to provide a Graphical Abstract (if required)

• Consider a Video Abstract to promote your research



Thank you for your attention!

Any Questions?
Contact:

Jacob D. Wickham

insights@editage.com

Wiley APAC

libraryapac@wiley.com

mailto:insights@editage.com
mailto:libraryapac@wiley.com

